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Abstract

The idea that language can affect how we see the world continues to create controversy. A potentially important study in this field has shown that when an object is suppressed from visual awareness using continuous flash suppression (a form of binocular rivalry), detection of the object is differently affected by a preceding word prime depending on whether the prime matches or does not match the object. This may suggest that language can affect early stages of vision. We replicated this paradigm and further investigated whether colour terms likewise influence the detection of colours or colour-associated object images suppressed from visual awareness by continuous flash suppression. This method presents rapidly changing visual noise to one eye while the target stimulus is presented to the other. It has been shown to delay conscious perception of a target for up to several minutes. In Experiment 1 we presented greyscale photos of objects. They were either preceded by a congruent object label, an incongruent label, or white noise. Detection sensitivity (d') and hit rates were significantly poorer for suppressed objects preceded by an incongruent label compared to a congruent label or noise. In Experiment 2, targets were coloured discs preceded by a colour term. Detection sensitivity was significantly worse for suppressed colour patches preceded by an incongruent colour term as compared to a congruent term or white noise. In Experiment 3 targets were suppressed greyscale object images preceded by an auditory presentation of a colour term. On congruent trials the colour term matched the object's stereotypical colour and on incongruent trials the colour term mismatched. Detection sensitivity was significantly poorer on incongruent trials than congruent trials. Overall, these findings suggest that colour terms affect awareness of coloured stimuli and colour-associated objects, and provide new evidence for language-perception interaction in the brain.
Introduction

The idea that language can affect how we see the world continues to create controversy [1–4]. One reason for this is that it is at odds with models of perception that propose the relationship between a stimulus and response is a purely feed-forward process (e.g., [5,6]). If language does affect how we see the world, this suggests a form of interaction between higher-level cognition and lower-level processing systems (e.g., [7–10]). This debate has substantial implications for our understanding of the way that we perceive and interact with the external world.

There is a growing body of behavioural research that supports the idea that language affects visual perception. For example, people tend to be faster at identifying target letters on a search task when they actively name the letters [11], suggesting that the linguistic activity of verbalising can affect visual identification. The way people make same/different judgements for dot-cross configurations suggests there is a relationship between lexicalized spatial categories (“up”, “left”, etc.) and the perceptual processing of categorical and spatial relations [12]. In this study [12], biases in the perception of spatial relations were found that correlated with patterns of lexicalisation. Further, there appears to be a direct relationship between the way different cultures talk about the world and performance on tasks exploring visual perception. Among other things this has been demonstrated for the way in which people respond to colour. For example, speeded colour discrimination [13] as well as short- and long-term memory recall [14] tends to be better around language-specific colour category boundaries. These data clearly indicate a relationship between language and visual perception. However, a fundamental question here is whether language directly affects activity in the visual processing system in an interactive manner (e.g., [8–10], or whether language instead affects perception after visual processing, in a manner consistent with feed-forward models of perception (e.g., [5,6]).

In the label-feedback hypothesis, Lupyan [3] argues that language has the capacity to affect low-level visual processing. According to this hypothesis, observable differences in behaviour on tasks probing visual perception, such as those reported above [11–14], occur because language exerts a top-down influence on bottom-up neural activity in the visual processing system. Critically, this view holds that language can affect the earliest ‘perceptual’ stages of visual processing. However, an issue here that arises from behavioural data is that it is often difficult to differentiate between whether language genuinely affects activity in the visual system, or whether language instead affects subsequent higher-level ‘post-perceptual’ activity, such as attention, semantic processing or decision making [15,16]. These contrasting views explicitly differ in what they say about the specific timing of the relationship between language and visual processing and consequently question the stage of visual processing that language can penetrate. In other words, does language affect early stages of visual processing [3], or does this effect reside in later post-perceptual processes [15,16]?

Electrophysiological measurements provide precise information about the time course of visual processing activity [17]. As such, they can be used to help clarify the time course of the relationship between language and visual perception. There are several studies in this area that suggest that language does affect activity in early stages of visual processing. Thierry et al. [18] compared colour processing in native Greek speakers and native English speakers by measuring event-related potentials. These languages differentially categorize the colour blue: unlike the English language, the Greek language divides this colour into two distinct colour categories for lighter and darker shades [19]. The authors showed that this linguistic difference in colour categorisation was associated with different patterns of neural activity for these colours as early as 100 ms after a colour was presented. Similar effects were reported in a study of native English speakers in a colour processing task [20] and in an object recognition task [21]. Importantly, at this time point in visual processing (i.e., 100 ms) activity in the visual system is
thought to reflect early, lower-level processes [22–24]. Higher-level post-perceptual processes are thought to occur several hundred milliseconds later [25,26].

There is also evidence that language affects activity in areas of the brain known to be specialised for vision. In a colour naming task, functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) revealed that cortical activity in human ventral area V4 and VO1 was modulated when participants actively named the colour of the stimuli [27]. These areas are known to play a specific role in colour processing [28,29]. On one hand this may suggest a direct link between language and visual perception, and therefore strong evidence that language affects low-level activity in the visual processing system. However, there is debate in this area. The effects in V4 and VO1 reported by [27] were found when participants actively named (and therefore attended to the visual stimuli). In contrast, no modulation of neural activity in visual cortex was found when attention was directed away from colour stimuli. Likewise, in two studies in which participants passively attended to colours, no modulation of cortical activity was found in visual cortex [30,31]. This contrasts to prior findings that language affects cognitive processing regardless of whether attention is deployed to a task (for a recent review, see [32]). Likewise, some electrophysiological studies fail to find effects in early stages of visual processing and instead find effects in later post-perceptual processes [33,34].

A different approach to identifying whether language affects activity in early visual processes or later post-perceptual processes was adopted by [35]. Rather than measuring neural activity, these authors deliberately suppressed images from visual awareness using a form of binocular rivalry known as continuous flash suppression (CFS; [36]). Importantly, evidence indicates that CFS disrupts visual processing prior to semantic (i.e. post-perceptual) analysis [37]. This conclusion is based on a number of prior CFS studies which have demonstrated the absence of semantic priming with a variety of stimuli. For example, [38] demonstrated that the conscious perception of a semantically related object failed to influence the perception of a CFS suppressed object. Similarly, [39] demonstrated that the conscious presentation of semantically related words failed to influence the time taken for a CFS suppressed word to break through to conscious awareness. In their study [35], the authors investigated whether verbal labels affected whether participants would eventually perceive the suppressed images compared to when audio noise (the baseline condition) preceded the image. When verbal labels were used they either matched or did not match the image. For example, participants would hear the word “pumpkin” before a suppressed image was displayed, which was either a pumpkin or a different image. It was hypothesised that if language penetrates early stages of visual processing, a verbal label would affect whether participants detected the presence of the suppressed image. Alternatively, if language instead affects post-perceptual mechanisms, verbal labels were predicted to have no effect on detection. The study found that the type of audio cue did affect performance: detection was significantly better for trials where the auditory stimulus was a verbal label congruent with the suppressed image than for those where the stimulus was simply noise. Further, detection was significantly worse on incongruent trials compared to noise trials.

To date one study has replicated this method [40]. These authors explored whether this effect would replicate and whether it occurs more strongly for suppressed images presented to the right visual field compared to the left visual field. They sought to make this comparison because it is known that visual input to the right visual field is projected and processed contralaterally in the left hemisphere, which is known to be more specialised for the processing of language [41,42]. Prior findings suggest that this affects performance on tasks probing visual perception [43,44]. In their study [40], they replicated the effect reported by [35] and showed that the detection of suppressed images is affected by the congruency of a preceding verbal label. However, in contrast to prior studies investigating hemispheric asymmetry, it was found that detection performance to stimuli presented to the left visual field was more greatly
influenced by verbal labels, rather than the right visual field. While the implications of this finding for the debate about language and perception remain to be resolved, an issue here is that there is evidence for a right hemispheric dominance in the processing of spatial attention [45,46], which may alternatively account for this finding.

In the study by Lupyan and Ward [35] and the study by Sun et al. [40], language affected the detection of suppressed stimuli with this effect appearing to arise from a top-down effect of language on early perceptual stages of visual processing (e.g., [37]). This is clearly important to the debate about language and perception. If this finding represents a general rule in the influence of language on vision then it should also generalise to other types of label-stimulus associations. The current study aimed to investigate this over the course of three experiments. In Experiment 1 we investigated whether we could replicate this effect, and used greyscale photos of objects. The objects were suppressed from awareness through CFS and were preceded by an audio cue. The cue was either a verbal label that matched or did not match the object, or it was audio noise. On half of the trials there was no object present so as to account for potential response bias concerning detection performance. In Experiment 2 we adopted the same method but instead investigated if the effect would generalise to different stimuli. We used patches of colour and tested whether colour terms influenced their detection. In both of these experiments the verbal labels were direct cues to a suppressed stimulus: in Experiment 1 (object label) it was a direct cue to the spatial configuration of a suppressed stimulus and in Experiment 2 (colour term) it was a direct cue to the colour of the stimulus. In contrast to this, in Experiment 3 we tested the strength of this effect by investigating whether an indirect cue to a suppressed stimulus also affected detection. For this we presented suppressed greyscale images of objects preceded by either an auditory colour term or noise, where each colour term either matched or did not match the object’s characteristic colour.

**Experiment 1: Object Targets and Object Labels**

Experiment 1 aimed to replicate the finding of [35] using a highly similar method. Using CFS, we suppressed greyscale photos of objects from visual awareness and measured participants’ performance at detecting them. The objects were either preceded by a congruent auditory object label (e.g., hear ‘frog’ before ‘frog’ image), an incongruent object label that did not match the object (e.g., hear ‘frog’ before ‘dog’ image), or audio noise. Noise trials act as a baseline condition for subsequent comparison to congruent and incongruent trials. There were a larger proportion of congruent trials versus incongruent trials so that the object labels were predictive of the hidden objects. On half of all trials there was no hidden object. These object-absent trials were necessary to identify participants, who might have a tendency to report that they saw a suppressed object on a trial when they had not. Further, by combining these performance data with data from object-present trials, we calculated a measure of detection sensitivity ($d'$). This measure is valuable because it takes into account a bias that may exist to respond in a particular way under conditions of uncertainty. Here, data from ‘hits’ and ‘misses’ (the correct and incorrect response on object-present trials respectively) are combined with data from ‘correct rejections’ and ‘false alarms’ (the correct and incorrect response on object-absent trials) to calculate $d'$. By measuring $d'$, as well as hit rates (accuracy) and reaction time, we investigated whether object labels affected participants’ performance for detecting hidden objects, in a manner comparable to [35].

The current study had a few minor differences in the method to [35]. First, we used a mirror stereoscope to present visual noise to one eye and an object to the other eye, rather than red-cyan anaglyph glasses. This was to permit the same method to be applied to colour stimuli in Experiment 2. We also used square random white noise patterns as visual noise to mask the
target objects, rather than coloured, curved line segments. These square noise patterns provide a strong image signal and contain a broad distribution of high spatial frequency content. Further, unlike the curved line segments used by [35], they have previously been investigated in a psychophysical paradigm to ensure successful masking [47]. We anticipated that, if the effect reported by [35] is reliable, we would observe a similar pattern of results. Specifically, compared to baseline trials, we predicted that detection would be significantly better in congruent trials and significantly worse in incongruent trials.

### 1.1. Methods

#### 1.1.1. Participants.

Twenty British English speakers took part (16 female; mean age = 20.4; SD = 0.7; Range = 19–22). Participants were recruited from the University of Sussex. All participants were screened for colour vision deficiencies using the Ishihara test [48] and the City University Test [49] presented under natural daylight. Observers were naive to the purpose of the study, provided written informed consent and their time was reimbursed with money or research credits. The study was approved by the Cluster-based Ethics Research Committee of Psychology and Life Sciences at the University of Sussex.

#### 1.1.2. Stimuli and set up.

Participants were seated in a dark room, the only source of light was a 22" Diamond Pro 2070SB CRT monitor (Mitsubishi, Tokyo, Japan; colour resolution: 8 bits/channel; spatial resolution: 1280 × 1024; refresh rate: 100 Hz) located at a distance of 55 cm. Participants viewed dichoptic stimuli through a mirror stereoscope (NVP3D, La Crois-sur-Lutry, Switzerland) fixed to a chin rest. The background grey was metameric with illuminant C and had a luminance of 40 cd/m$^2$. Both dichoptic stimuli were boxes (5.4° × 5.4°) surrounded by a black border (0.4°) with a horizontal gap between the boxes of around 8° (the size of the gap could be varied to suit participants individually). When viewed through the stereoscope each eye viewed a different box but participants perceived there to be a single box (the two boxes fused binocularly). To align both boxes with each participant’s eyes, both boxes could be moved by pressing computer keys. The same four vertical and four horizontal white lines (width: 0.3°) were added to the border of both boxes to assist binocular fusion as well as a fixation cross (1° × 1°) in the centre of both boxes. During trials the dominant eye was presented with a masking stimulus that changed at a rate of 10 Hz. We used a similar approach to generate the masking stimulus as [47], whereby the masking stimulus was a grid of 27 × 27 greyscale squares (each 0.2° × 0.2° and metameric with illuminant C) that filled the entire space inside the border of the box. Each time the masking stimulus changed, the luminance of each greyscale square was randomly selected from 27 possible luminance values, which ranged from black (0.6 cd/m$^2$) through to white (69.2 cd/m$^2$) in steps of near 2.5 cd/m$^2$. Luminance and chromaticity coordinates were verified with a CRS ColourCal (Cambridge Research Systems, Rochester, UK). Targets were greyscale photographs of an object. There were 30 object categories (e.g., ‘frog’, ‘lemon’, see S1 Table for full list) and five different examples of each category creating 150 different stimuli (mean width: 2°; mean height: 4°). The stimuli came from several online databases: The Bank of Standardized Stimuli [50], Object Categories [51], and Shutterstock Inc. (www.shutterstock.com). All visual stimuli were prepared with Matlab (The Math-Works Inc., 2012) with the Psychophysics toolbox [52]. Audio cues (volume-normalised) were recordings of a native British English speaker speaking the same 30 object category labels as the photographs (e.g., “frog”) plus one sample of white noise generated using Audacity software (www.audacityteam.org) and of a duration of 400 ms. Audio cues were presented via HD201 headphones (Sennheiser electronic GmbH & Co. KG, Wedemark, Germany). Participants responded during the trials with a custom-made button box.
1.1.3. Procedure.  We measured participants’ ability to detect target objects suppressed from visual awareness. For a graphic of the procedure see Fig 1. There were 300 randomised trials of which half contained a target. Therefore, each of the 150 stimuli was displayed once. At the start of every trial an audio cue was played. For object-present trials, half (i.e., 75 trials) contained an object label (e.g., “basketball”) and the other half contained white noise. For object-present trials preceded by an object label, the label matched the object 80% of the time (congruent condition) and did not match it 20% of the time (incongruent condition). This ensured that a label was predictive of the suppressed object. For object-absent trials, 75 were preceded by white noise and 75 by a randomised object label. After the audio cue the fixation crosses were removed and the masking stimuli began to flash to the dominant eye. On object-absent trials only the background grey was displayed inside the box presented to the non-dominant eye and the masking stimuli continued to flash to the dominant eye until the end of the trial (or until the participant made a response). On object-present trials a randomised delay ranging 1–2 seconds was implemented after the audio cue before the target was ramped up to its maximum value (i.e., no transparency) over a period of 4.5 seconds. Once fully revealed and if no detection-response had been made the target remained on screen for a further second. If a detection response was made during the masking period, the masking stimuli and target were removed. If the detection response was “Yes”, a written recognition-probe was then displayed asking whether the object seen matched the audio label that was presented at the start of the trial (e.g., “Was the object a basketball?”). On noise trials the recognition probe was randomised. On trials where no detection response was made before the end of the masking period the target and masking stimuli were replaced with a written prompt asking whether an object had been seen.

1.2. Results

We investigated the factor of audio cue (congruent label, incongruent label, and white noise) across four measures of detection performance for all three experiments. Firstly, we analysed reaction times for object-present trials where a response was made before the trial timed out. We excluded trials from this analysis which timed out to avoid contaminating this measure with data recorded after a participant had read and comprehended the written prompt “Did you see an object?” Secondly, we analysed hit rates (accuracy) for all object-present trials. Thirdly, we calculated detection sensitivity (\(d\)’). Finally, we analysed false alarm rates for object-absent trials. The three dependent variables of reaction time, hit rate, and detection sensitivity were each analysed separately with a repeated-measures ANOVA (subject-based). False alarm rates were analysed as a paired-samples \(t\)-test to compare this measure on trials containing white noise versus trials containing an object label. Consistent with [35], we also carried out an item-based analysis of hit rates; this additional analysis is commonly included to evaluate the results in language-based experiments [53]. Where appropriate, Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were applied for violations of sphericity. Significant main effects were followed up with planned comparisons comprising paired-samples \(t\)-tests and alpha was adjusted by the Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (\(\alpha = .05/3\)).

**Reaction time:** There was no significant effect of audio cue on the speed that participants correctly saw a target, \(F(2, 38) = 2.7, p = .079\), see Fig 2a.

**Hit rate:** There was a significant effect of audio cue on hit rates, \(F(1.4, 27.1) = 10.7, p = .001\) (subject-based). Planned comparisons revealed that performance on incongruent trials (\(M = 0.89; \text{SEM} = 0.02\)) was significantly poorer than congruent trials (\(M = 0.95; \text{SEM} = 0.01; p = .006\)) and on trials preceded by noise (\(M = 0.95; \text{SEM} = 0.01; p = .01\)). Performance on congruent and noise trials did not differ significantly (\(p = .99\)), see Fig 2b. An item-based analysis...
of the data reflected the same outcome, \(F(1.0, 134.4) = 6.0, p = .016\). In this analysis we included the additional factor of stimulus size in pixels (small versus large; based on a median split) as an additional between-subjects factor. This was carried out to investigate whether hit rates were more or less affected by a preceding audio cue depending on the strength of the bottom-up signal, i.e., the size of the stimuli. This would be reflected by a significant audio cue by stimulus size interaction on detection performance, however the interaction was not significant, \(F(2, 264) = 0.0, p = .98\), and neither was the main effect of stimulus size, \(F(1,132) = 0.4, p = .54\).

Likewise, we found that participants’ hit rates did not correlate with the size of the stimuli (for noise trials \(r = -.04, p = .67\)).

**Detection sensitivity:** There was a significant effect of audio cue on \(d'\), \(F(2,38) = 9.9, p < .001\). Planned comparisons revealed the same trend as hit rates; performance on incongruent trials (M = 3.45; SEM = 0.13) was significantly poorer than on congruent trials (M = 3.94; SEM = 0.15,

**Fig 1. Experiment 1 task procedure for object-present trials.** An audio cue (either an object label or white noise) was presented over headphones before the dominant eye was presented with flashing (10 Hz) square random noise patterns. On half the trials the audio cue was an object label and on the other half the audio cue was white noise. Targets were greyscale photos presented to the other eye.

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0152212.g001

**Fig 2. Results from Experiment 1 (object targets preceded by an object label or noise).** Three measures of performance for detecting greyscale objects suppressed from visual awareness through CFS: (A) Reaction time, (B) Hit rate, and (C) Detection sensitivity (\(d'\)). The objects were preceded by one of three types of audio cue: Con. (congruent object label; green), Incon. (incongruent object label; red), or Noise (grey). Error bars show ± 1 SEM. **\(p < .01\); ***\(p < .001\).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0152212.g002
p < .001) and noise trials (M = 3.90; SEM = 0.12; p = .008), but congruent and noise trials did not differ significantly (p = .99), see Fig 2c.

**False alarm rate:** The number of false alarms did not significantly differ for trials preceded by a verbal label (M = 0.17; SEM = 0.004) compared to noise (M = 0.18; SEM = 0.004), t(19) = -0.16, p = .87.

### 1.3. Discussion

The type of audio cue presented prior to a suppressed object affected participants’ performance at detecting the object. This supports the findings of [35,40], who likewise report that audio cues influence the subsequent detection of suppressed objects. There were however subtle differences between the results of the two studies. Similarly to [35] we found that hit rates and detection sensitivity were poorer on trials when an object label did not match a hidden object (incongruent trials) compared to baseline noise trials and when they did match (congruent trials). However, we did not replicate the finding from [35] that detection is improved when a label matches a hidden object (congruent trials) relative to baseline trials. That is to say that we do not find that appropriate language boosts detection, but rather find that inappropriate language impedes detection. Further, we did not find a significant effect of audio cue on reaction times. Interestingly, [40] report an effect of verbal cues on participants’ reaction times to suppressed stimuli, however they report a different trend to [35]. Unlike [35] who found congruent cues facilitated detection, [40] report a pattern consistent with that observed in our Experiment 1, namely, that incongruent cues significantly impede detection, whereas congruent cues have no effect compared to baseline noise trials. Thus it appears that there is some disagreement in the literature about the direction of the effect of verbal cues on detection performance. The possible neural mechanisms underpinning these different outcomes (boosting performance on congruent trials versus hindering performance on incongruent trials), are addressed in the General Discussion.

### Experiment 2: Colour Targets and Colour Terms

In Experiment 1, we found that object labels affected the detection of greyscale objects hidden from visual awareness, with incongruent labels impeding detection of the objects. A central question here is whether this effect occurs exclusively for objects preceded by object labels, or whether this effect generalises to other types of stimuli and language-stimulus associations. This question is important because if the finding represents a general rule of the effect of language on vision then it should generalise across different types of visual stimulus. In Experiment 2 we tackled this question by suppressing patches of colour, which were preceded by a colour term or by audio noise. We specifically chose to use colour stimuli because of the extensive debate about the stage of colour processing that colour terms might affect. For example, as outlined in the introduction, there is some evidence that colour terms can affect early, perceptual stages of visual processing [18], yet others have failed to replicate these early effects, finding an influence of colour terms only at later, so-called ‘post-perceptual’ stages of visual processing [34]. In the current experiment, by suppressing colour patches through CFS, the colour stimuli are first presented outside of awareness. Consequently, if colour terms do affect early, unconscious processes [18], colour terms would be expected to affect the detection of colour stimuli suppressed with CFS. Conversely, if colour terms only affect later post-perceptual processes [34], they might not be expected to affect the detection of visually suppressed coloured stimuli.

### 2.1. Methods

#### 2.1.1. Participants.

Twenty British English speakers took part (15 female; mean age = 21.3; SD = 1.5; Range = 20–26). One participant was excluded for failing to follow the
task instructions. None of the participants took part in Experiment 1. Participants were recruited from the University of Sussex. All participants were screened for colour vision deficiencies using the same tests as Experiment 1. Observers were naive to the purpose of the study, provided written informed consent and their time was reimbursed with money or research credits. The study was approved by the Cluster-based Ethics Research Committee of Psychology and Life Sciences at the University of Sussex.

2.1.2. Stimuli and set up. The only difference in hardware and set up from that of Experiment 1 was the use of a mirror stereoscope with OptoSigma mirrors (OptoSigma, Santa Ana, USA). While both stereoscopes ultimately provide the same perceptual experience the OptoSigma equipment was preferred for its greater flexibility in adjusting the dichoptic presentation of stimuli. All aspects of the dichoptic stimuli were the same as Experiment 1 except that targets were circular patches of colour (2° × 2°), the edges of which were blurred with a Gaussian filter ($\sigma = 0.08^\circ$). The target colours were the eight chromatic basic colours proposed by [54]: Red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, pink, and brown, plus white and black. The chromaticity coordinates of these stimuli were taken from data from [55], who investigated English speakers’ focal colours using the Munsell colour system. Focal colours are the best example of a colour when the three dimensions of colour (lightness, saturation and hue) can be varied [56,57]. We converted these Munsell values into CIE $x,y,Y$ values based on an assumed white point of illuminant C with a luminance of 40 cd/m$^2$. For those focal colours located outside of the monitor’s gamut, saturation was reduced until the colour could be displayed (see Table 1 for final CIE $x,y,Y$ values). The audio colour cues were likewise these 10 colour terms recorded from a native British English speaker (e.g., “red”). The same background grey and software was used as Experiment 1.

2.1.3. Procedure. Participants completed 320 trials. Like Experiment 1, half the trials contained targets and half of these colour-present trials were preceded by an audio cue of which 80% matched the colour shown (congruent trials). All other aspects of the procedure were the same as Experiment 1, except that verbal cues were colour terms, and targets were circular patches of colour.

2.2. Results

Reaction time: The speed that participants correctly saw a target was significantly affected by the type of audio cue preceding the target, $F(2, 36) = 19.6, p < .001$. On congruent trials ($M = 1.80$ seconds; $SEM = 0.15$) performance was significantly faster than both incongruent trials ($M = 2.10$ seconds; $SEM = 0.16; p < .001$) and noise trials ($M = 2.04$ seconds; $SEM = 0.16; p$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focal colour name</th>
<th>$x$</th>
<th>$y$</th>
<th>$Y$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>0.579</td>
<td>0.330</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orange</td>
<td>0.549</td>
<td>0.395</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>0.451</td>
<td>0.475</td>
<td>27.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>0.258</td>
<td>0.399</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>0.179</td>
<td>0.189</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Purple</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>0.181</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pink</td>
<td>0.372</td>
<td>0.296</td>
<td>17.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>0.434</td>
<td>0.402</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>69.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>0.316</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0152212.t001
Although reaction times were slowest for incongruent trials, this did not differ significantly from noise trials \((p = .57)\), see Fig 3a.

**Hit rate:** There was a significant main effect of audio cue on hit rates, \(F(1.2, 21.1) = 4.3, p = .046\) (subject-based). Hit rates were highest on congruent trials \((M = 0.97; \text{SEM} = 0.010)\) and lowest on incongruent trials \((M = 0.92; \text{SEM} = 0.022)\), though this difference did not survive Bonferroni correction. Performance on noise trials fell in the middle \((M = 0.96; \text{SEM} = 0.014)\), see Fig 3b. The item-based analysis mirrored this finding for the main effect of audio cue, \(F(2,16) = 4.7, p = .025\). In the item-based analysis we included the additional factor of colour difference with two levels (small versus large difference). Colour difference values for each stimulus were calculated as the perceptual distance of the colours from the background grey in the perceptually uniform CIELUV colour space and are denoted by \(\Delta E^*_{uv}\). These were categorised as small or large differences based on a median split. The inclusion of colour difference permitted us to assess whether stimuli with a weaker versus stronger bottom-up signal (inferred from the colour difference) were differentially affected by a preceding colour term. There was neither a significant audio cue x colour difference interaction, \(F(2,16) = 2.1, p = .154\), nor a significant main effect of colour difference, \(F(1,8) = 1.4, p = .27\).

**Detection sensitivity:** There was a significant main effect of audio cue on \(d'\), \(F(1.5, 27.6) = 11.0, p = .001\). As in Experiment 1, \(d'\) was significantly lowest on incongruent trials \((M = 3.71; \text{SEM} = 0.16)\) compared to congruent trials \((M = 4.23; \text{SEM} = 0.16; p = .001)\) and noise trials \((M = 4.22; \text{SEM} = 0.16; p = .003)\), but congruent and noise trials did not differ significantly \((p = .90)\), see Fig 3c. The effectiveness of the CFS technique to mask the stimuli was not found to differ significantly between the colour patches used in Experiment 2 (mean \(d'\): 4.1) and objects used in Experiment 1 (mean \(d'\): 3.8), \(t(37) = -1.6, p = .11\).

**False alarm rate:** There was no significant difference in false alarm rates on trials with a colour term \((M = 0.19; \text{SEM} = 0.011)\) compared to noise trials \((M = 0.10; \text{SEM} = 0.004)\), \(t(18) = 1.03, p = .32\).

### 2.3. Discussion

Hearing colour terms affected the subsequent detection of coloured patches suppressed from visual awareness with CFS. Specifically, when a colour term matched the colour of a suppressed target, participants responded significantly faster than when the colour term did not match the target or when just audio noise was heard. This effect was considerable; participants responded around 300 ms faster on congruent trials compared to incongruent trials, and around 250 ms faster compared to noise trials. For both detection sensitivity and hit rates there was a different pattern of results compared to reaction times. Here, the pattern was similar to Experiment 1, whereby colour terms hindered performance on these measures (significantly so for detection sensitivity) when a colour term did not match the colour of a suppressed target (incongruent trials) compared to congruent and noise trials. Overall, these data suggest that the strength of association between a colour term and a colour is strong enough to affect the detection of a coloured patch that has been suppressed from visual awareness through CFS. We next investigated whether a similar effect of language could be found for weaker associations between a verbal label and object by assessing whether verbal colour labels also affect the detection of suppressed images of colour-associated objects presented in greyscale.

### Experiment 3: Object Targets and Colour Terms

The first two experiments found that a verbal cue, which either matched or did not match the object identity of a target (Experiment 1) or the colour of a target (Experiment 2), significantly affected performance at detecting the target when it was suppressed from visual awareness. In
Experiment 3 targets were suppressed greyscale object images preceded by the auditory presentation of a colour term (or noise). Consequently, this was an indirect cue to a suppressed stimulus. We used the same object stimuli as Experiment 1, but here the objects were preceded by colour terms in place of the object names. The objects were all associated with a single particular colour. For example, carrots are typically orange; frogs are typically green, and so forth. Importantly, as in Experiment 1, the objects were greyscale and therefore contained no chromatic information. As such, the colour term was a cue to a physical characteristic associated with the hidden object, rather than a direct cue towards the identity of the object. On congruent trials the colour term matched the object’s stereotypical colour and on incongruent trials it did not. We used objects and colour terms because there is evidence that suggests that there is a strong association between colour and object identity. For example, it has been shown that people’s memory of an object’s stereotypical colour modulates the actual appearance of the object [58,59]. Further, a neural representation of object memory colour has also been found in activity in area V1 suggesting that prior knowledge of an object’s colour influences early visual processing [60]. This experiment consequently aimed to further investigate whether the association between colour and object identity is strong enough for colour terms to affect the detection of object images when they are suppressed from visual awareness. As the label-target association relates to a characteristic of the target image rather than its identity, this manipulation further tests the limits of the effect found in Experiments 1 and 2.

3.1. Methods

3.1.1. Participants. Twenty British English speakers took part (17 female; mean age = 20.7; SD = 0.7; Range = 19–22). None of the participants took part in Experiment 1 or 2. Three participants did not follow the task instructions and were consequently excluded from subsequent analysis. Participants were recruited from the University of Sussex. All participants were screened for colour vision deficiencies using the same tests as Experiment 1. Observers were naive to the purpose of the study, provided written informed consent and their time was reimbursed with money or research credits. The study was approved by the Cluster-based Ethics Research Committee of Psychology and Life Sciences at the University of Sussex.

3.1.2. Stimuli and set up. The visual stimuli were the same greyscale objects used in Experiment 1. These objects were selected a priori because they were each strongly associated with a single, particular colour (verified through pilot testing). Recall the stimuli in Experiment 1 comprised 30 object categories (e.g., 'banana') and there were five different examples of each
category (150 stimuli in total). Out of the 30 categories, five were associated with green (frog, lettuce, peapod, broccoli, and pear). There were therefore 25 individual green-associated stimuli. The same was the case for the colours red, orange, yellow, pink, and brown (see S1 Table for full list of objects and colours). Note that targets were greyscale and contained no chromatic information. Audio cues were the names of each of the six above mentioned colour terms. The hardware and all other aspects of the visual stimuli were the same as Experiment 1.

3.1.3. Procedure. Participants completed 300 trials. As in Experiment 1, half the trials contained objects of which half were preceded by an audio cue and half by white noise. On congruent trials the audio colour cue matched the object’s characteristic colour (e.g., “orange” for basketball; “yellow” for banana etc.). On incongruent trials the colour cue did not match the object’s characteristic colour. As with the prior experiments, on object-present trials preceded by a colour cue, 80% were congruent, 20% were incongruent, and on object-absent trials the audio cue was randomised (half were white noise).

3.2. Results

Reaction time: There was no significant main effect of audio cue on reaction times, F(1.2, 18.5) = 2.10, p = .163, see Fig 4a.

Hit rate: There was a marginal main effect of audio cue on hit rates, F(2, 32) = 3.12, p = .058 (subject-based). The trend was similar to the prior experiments in that hit rates were lowest on incongruent trials (M = 0.86; SEM = 0.026) compared to congruent (M = 0.90; SEM = 0.018) and noise trials (M = 0.91; SEM = 0.026), see Fig 4b. As for Experiments 1 and 2, we ran an item-based analysis on this data. The outcome indicated that audio cue did not significantly affect hit rates, F(1.0, 137.7) = 2.43, p = .12. We again included the factor of stimulus size in pixels (small versus large) to assess whether hit rate was more or less affected by a verbal cue depending on stimulus size. There was no significant audio cue x stimulus size interaction (F < 1). There was however a main effect of stimulus size, F(1, 135) = 5.3, p = .02, with hit rates significantly lower for small (M = 0.87; SEM = 0.16) compared to large stimuli (M = 0.92; SEM = 0.16) based on a median split. There was also a significant correlation between stimulus size and hit rates for noise trials, r = .32, p < .001, as well as congruent trials, r = .34, p < .001, but not for incongruent trials, r = .09, p = .34.

Detection sensitivity: There was a significant main effect of audio cue on detection sensitivity, F(2, 32) = 4.56, p = .018. Planned comparisons revealed d’ was significantly higher on congruent trials (M = 3.75; SEM = 0.20) compared to incongruent trials (M = 3.47; SEM = 0.19; p = .015), but not noise trials (M = 3.67; SEM = 0.19; p = .343). The difference in d’ between noise and incongruent trials did not reach significance (p = .056), see Fig 4c.

False alarm rate: There was no significant difference in false alarm rates on verbal label trials (M = 0.02; SEM = 0.018) compared to noise trials (M = 0.02; SEM = 0.020), t(16) = -1.00, p = .33.

3.3. Discussion

In the previous experiments, observers were given a verbal cue that either matched or did not match the identity of a hidden target. In Experiment 3 we instead investigated whether the association between colour terms and object identity is strong enough to affect the detection of hidden objects. The verbal cue was a colour term that either matched or did not match the typical colour associated with a hidden object. Importantly, target objects were greyscale, therefore the colour term was an indirect cue to a physical characteristic associated with the object, rather than a direct cue. We found that, despite no chromatic information being available to assist detection, colour terms affected the detection of hidden, greyscale objects. Specifically,
detection sensitivity was significantly worse on incongruent compared to congruent trials. For example, hearing the cue “yellow” impeded the detection of an object not typically associated with that colour relative to the detection of an object associated with that colour. There was however, no significant difference in the effect of verbal label on detection relative to just hearing noise. A similar, though marginal effect was found for hit rates, and as was the case for Experiment 1 we did not find that the verbal cues significantly affected reaction times to hidden targets. Given the lack of significant effects for two of the measures, and the lack of significant difference between the verbal labels and noise, the evidence for the effect of terms on the detection of suppressed stimuli appears less convincing for colour term-object associations than for when terms directly relate to the identity of an object.

One possibility for the weaker effect in Experiment 3 may be a weaker association between colour labels and objects compared to colour labels and colours or object labels and objects. For example, while a carrot may typically be associated with the colour orange it may also be associated with the green colour of its foliage. A further point to consider is that while the item-based analysis revealed no overall significant effect of verbal labels on hit rates, unlike Experiments 1 and 2 we found that the stimulus strength, here indexed by the image size, was positively associated with hit rates. Although this finding might be expected (more stimulus strength or bottom-up signal should assist detection), it is unclear why this pattern was observed in Experiment 3 where colour labels were used and not in Experiment 1 where object labels were used for the same stimuli. These data suggest that the physical characteristics of a hidden stimulus may play a greater role in determining the detection of the stimulus when a preceding verbal label is an indirect clue to the hidden stimulus. However, without further investigation it is unclear why this was the case for congruent and noise trials, but not for incongruent trials.

General Discussion

Previous studies have found that hearing an object label affects detection of an object suppressed from visual awareness through CFS [35,40]. Importantly, both these studies provide evidence that an object label both improved detection when the label matched the object, and inhibited detection when it did not. In Experiment 1 we partially replicated this effect. Unlike these previous studies, we did not find that detection is improved by a congruent object label, but we did find that detection was worse when a label did not match a suppressed image.
However, in Experiment 2, in which colour patches were suppressed and preceded by a colour term or noise, like [35,40] we found that these linguistic cues can both facilitate detection (reaction times were significantly faster on congruent trials compared to the other conditions), as well as hinder detection (d’ was significantly lower on incongruent trials compared to the other conditions). One possibility may arise from the colour stimuli used in Experiment 2 each being presented 16 times, whereas the stimuli in Experiments 1 and 3 were presented just once. This may have resulted in greater predictive power of the colour terms which in turn increased the power of the effect. In Experiment 3, we found a weaker effect. For both reaction times and hit rates we found that verbal labels comprising the typical colour of a suppressed, greyscale object had no significant effect on detecting the objects compared to baseline. Detection sensitivity was however affected and here the trend was for colour terms to impede detection on incongruent trials compared to congruent trials.

In the present study we extend the finding that verbal labels affect the detection of suppressed objects by demonstrating that this effect generalises to colour stimuli and colour-associated objects preceded by a colour term. This suggests that the association between a colour term and a colour is strong enough to affect whether and when a coloured patch will be perceived when it is suppressed from awareness through CFS. There has been much debate about the stage of colour processing that colour terms might affect. Some data suggest colour terms affect early stages of visual processing [18], while some indicate this effect resides in later, post-perceptual stages of processing [34]. It has been proposed that CFS disrupts processing prior to semantic analysis (e.g., [37]; for a discussion see below). If so, the present study provides further support for colour terms affecting earlier stages of processing (e.g., [18]). We also show that the association between objects and colour terms is strong enough to affect detection of suppressed colour-associated objects. This supports prior findings that memory of an object’s typical colour is enough to affect the appearance of an object [58,59], and may be related to the finding of colour-associated neural activity in area V1 that has been shown to be elicited in response to greyscale colour-associated objects [60].

The difference between boosting detection on congruent trials and inhibiting detection on incongruent trials has important theoretical implications because it likely speaks to the mechanism underlying how language can affect the detection of a suppressed stimulus. One idea is that language modulates bottom-up processing in the visual system by affecting neural signals associated with processing a stimulus [3,21]. However, the question is how is this achieved? One possibility for the finding that language can improve detection, as observed in Experiment 2 and in the studies by [35,40], is that language may advance the specific signal associated with processing the suppressed stimulus compared to background neural noise in the visual processing system. According to [61], this is consistent with some electrode-recording experiments, which show that activity from higher-level areas can reduce (and refine) activity in early visual processing areas [62]. A candidate suggested by [61] for this process is population encoding (e.g., [63]).

In the current study we find stronger evidence that language can obstruct detection, rather than facilitate detection. One possible account of this finding is that an incongruent label adds further noise to the visual system, which consequently hinders detection. If the higher-level visual areas in extrastriate cortex represent hypotheses about visual stimuli, which are tested against information in earlier stages of vision such as area V1 (e.g., [64]), ambiguity in early visual signals will not be resolved as successfully on incongruent trials compared to congruent trials because the hypothesis is incorrect (the verbal label does not match the stimulus). In this view, feed-forward pathways, which contain both the neural signal and the residual error signal between predictions, may contain greater error in the signal (e.g., [65]).
If language does feedback to earlier stages of visual processing [3,35], this requires specification of the higher and lower-level visual areas that are responsible for this process and the manner in which this process occurs. Lupyan and Ward [35] identify the occipito-temporal cortex, a region with an established role in object recognition, as a candidate for the higher-level cortical area mediating the effects of language on the detection of suppressed stimuli. The account holds that recognition of the object name drives a top-down process providing input to this region. That input sets up a cognitive expectation for visual input arriving from lower-level visual regions that matches the representation elicited by the word. CFS has been shown to modulate the cortical activity at those low-level cortical regions; fMRI reveals reliable reductions in responses observed in V1 for CFS suppressed targets [66]. Research exploring the process by which CFS achieves this suppressing effect has identified two key mechanisms; attentional modulation (e.g.,[67]) and divisive normalisation (e.g., [68]). Stimulus driven attentional modulation operates by virtue of the salient mask causing attentional selection for the location and orientation of that visual competitor. This has the effect of reducing the gain for neural responses to the stimulus and increasing the gain for the neural responses to the mask. Divisive normalisation is a process whereby the responses of neurons responding to some target are divided by the responses to a wider (normalising) population which include the distractor or mask. The presence of the highly activating mask in the normalising population has the effect of reducing relative activation from the target. In combination these two influences suppress the target in a similar fashion to reducing contrast.

While potential candidates for the higher-level representation of language that drives the effects reported in the present study have been discussed, it remains unclear which lower-level stage(s) of visual processing language may penetrate. [61] suggest that higher-level areas could feedback to area V1, while attention has been shown to modulate activity even earlier, in the lateral geniculate nucleus [69]. Concerning our finding that colour terms affect colour detection, a key question for future research will be to clarify whether the low-level areas involved are the same as for suppressed objects, or whether feedback occurs to alternative areas. For example, it is possible that the lower-level area could be one that is highly specialised for the processing of colour, such as area V4 [29,70,71].

An essential foundation for the conclusions drawn by [35] is that CFS disrupts processing prior to semantic analysis and that the effect of verbal labels found on detection must occur in earlier, lower-level stages of visual processing. But is this necessarily the case? There are a number of studies that support this view. They fail to find an observable effect on behaviour from a suppressed prime, which suggests that semantic processing is inhibited for suppressed stimuli. For example, no priming effects were reported for suppressed objects [38], and binocular rivalry, more generally, has been reported to obstruct semantic processing of words [39]. This has also been demonstrated by measuring electrophysiological activity, whereby the N400 component, which is associated with language processing (for a review see, [72]), was absent for words suppressed through CFS [37]. However, there are several contrary findings that show a priming effect (and presumably semantic processing) for stimuli suppressed using CFS. This has been shown for suppressed words [73], as well as numbers [74]. Another finding to consider is that of [75], who showed that novel word combinations break from CFS suppression faster if they contain semantic violations compared to when they do not. This conflicts with a principal finding of the present study, namely that stimuli with a weaker association (i.e., the incongruent condition) are less easily detected. Clearly, the manner in which suppressed stimuli reach perception is not yet fully understood, but importantly these conflicting findings may suggest that it is not a strictly feed-forward process (e.g., [5,6]) and that multiple mechanisms may play a role in this processes. Unravelling the behavioural contexts that affect perception of suppressed stimuli will be key to furthering our understanding of how suppressed
stimuli are processed, and may in turn shed light on the way our perceptual system operates as a whole.

We do not yet have a precise method to study the effect of language on perception. It has been argued that the effect of language on the detection of stimuli suppressed by CFS indicates that language affects early stages rather than post-perceptual stages of visual processing [35,40]. In the present study we sought to add to this debate by testing the generality of this effect. While we replicated and extended the effect, albeit with some differences, we are cautious about interpreting this as evidence that language affects early stages of processing during CFS. Given that participants were required to respond once a suppressed stimulus was perceived, we cannot rule out the possibility that verbal labels may act at the stage of decision rather than detection itself [15,16]. For example [15] propose that visual adaptation to implied motion may best be attributed to a decision-level bias, rather than earlier-occurring sensory-level changes in the visual system, because an adaptation-induced bias in reported stimulus direction only occurred when the participants’ task involved a directional judgement. That influence disappeared on a non-directional task. Similarly [16] report that task strategy may account for effects found on tasks probing visual acuity. Further research into the neural locus of this effect will likely shed light on this question. Transcranial magnetic stimulation has previously been used successfully to disrupt processing in areas, such as the inferior occipito-temporal cortex, which are relevant to this discussion[76,77]. This could prove to be a useful tool for investigating whether this area plays a role in the effects reported here, as proposed by [35]. Likewise, neuroimaging studies will be crucial for investigating whether language (via verbal cues) is fed back to earlier stages of vision. While fMRI data suggests this is the case for attention on visual search [78], it remains to be clarified whether it is also the case for language.
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